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FINANCE AND INVESTMENT CELL

-CASE CLUB LEAGUE:
The Case Club League is a one-of-a-kind case solving competition.
It comprises of 3 rounds. The first round was online, focusing on corporate case studies and
held over two days (19th and 20th August) in both online and offline rounds respectively.
The second and third rounds will be held at St. Stephen's College. The second round was be
based on guesstimates while the third round was a surprise round. Around 730+ people
registered for the event.

-DREAMERGER:
Dream Merger is Delhi University’s largest case study competion. It is the only case study
competion based on Mergers and Acquisitons in India.
ROUND 1: Participants are required to solve the case centered on simple financial parameters
and is Mergers & Acquisiton based.
ROUND 2: This round is a complex case-study round which tends to test the financial
knowledge of the participants more rigorously.
ROUND 3-The final round is an open ended round where the participants have to simulate the
merger or acquisition of two real life companies and present a detailed post transaction scenario
of
the new entity. The society witnessed a participation of 2500+ students and the event was held
on 5th September, 2016.

-FINANCIAL LITERACY CAMPAIGN:
The Financial Literacy Campaign initiated by Fin-Literati is a means to expand the outreach of
the campaign whilst spreading awareness towards the cause of financial empowerment. From
art to cracking cases that delve into the little intricacies of social issues; deliberating with the
experienced minds, and interacting upfront with the beneficiaries of our campaign, Fin - Literati
provides a platform to raise voice for Financial Literacy and Empowerment.
The events unde FLC were as follows:
Saksharth- A challenging event, 'Saksharth' meaning 'Literate' is an attempt to find the solutions
to the world's most pressing social issues. A completely online event, Saksharth, requires
participants to solve a Social Consultancy Case.
Poster Making Competition- This event was be a poster making competition
conducted under two categories:
a.) Software based poster (Eg. Posters made on Photoshop, Canva, Illustrator, etc)
b.) On the spot poster making
Theme: Digital India - A paradox
Graffiti Art
The canvas provided would consists of flexes. Theme: The Demonetisation Experience.
Participants are given the complete freedom to interpret the topic as they wish. However, there
must be no deviation from the broad theme of Financial Literacy & Empowerment.

Social B-Plan Competition
Social B-Plan Competition is an event under FIn Literati that will provide a platform to people
involved in projects that have been creating an impact in the society or have ideas of projects
that can create a major impact in the society with respect to Financial Literacy.

-FINANCIAL SUMMIT:
The Financial Summit is a two-day simulation event where participants, representing
stakeholders (ministers, nations, large corporates) debate and attempt to find solutions to some
of the problems plaguing the world of finance today.
A brief overview of simulations in the event is as follows:
ROOM 1:- CRISIS SIMULATION- International Oil Crisis:
ROOM 2:- INVESTMENT FORUM- The Gambit of Investments:
ROOM 3:- DEBATING CHAMBER- Should the RBI be given Full Autonomy?
ROOM 4:- BANKING STRATEGY ROOM- Reviewing the Chinese Banking Crisis

-DAS CAPITAL:
Das Capital is a two-day fest of events centred around the world of finance. It is the largest
finance-related fest at the undergraduate level throughout the country. In 2017, Das Capital
promised to continue its exponential growth trend, where bright young minds from across the
country battle it out in a series of competitions. The event was sponsored by Your Story, DU
Beat, Frapp and Internshala.
Following events were part of this festival:
● Inaugural Talk
● Finatic Prelims
● Investrix Prelims
● Super Dalals
● Financial Cricket Prelims
● Corporate Strategy
● Firm war
● Financial Monopolis

FINATIC:
The Finance and Investment Cell, St. Stephen's College organised its online edition of the
ultimate quest for finance, business and economics general knowledge- FINATIC ONLINE. It
involves answering exciting questions from the world of finance and business.

PAPER PRESENTATION COMPETITION:
Paper Presentation Competition 2017 was a Research Competition dedicated exclusively to the
world of finance, banking, investment and commerce. For the preliminary round, participants are
required to submit an abstract of their paper, consisting of a clear outline of the paper proposed
and the issues to be addressed. For the final round, Final Presentations will be made before an
esteemed panel of judges. It was heldd on 19th February, 2017 and witnessed a participation of
70+ students across colleges and universities.

